Mechanical characterization of the ligaments in subject-specific models of the patellofemoral joint using in vivo laxity tests.
The purpose of this study was to propose a methodology for mechanical characterization of the ligaments in subject-specific models of the patellofemoral joint (PFJ) of living individuals. PFJ laxity tests were performed on a healthy volunteer using a specially designed loading apparatus under biplane fluoroscopy. A three-dimensional (3D) parametric model of the PFJ was developed in the framework of the rigid body spring model using the geometrical data acquired from the subject's computed tomography and magnetic resonance images. The stiffness and pre-strains of the medial and lateral PFJ ligaments were characterized using a two-step optimization procedure which minimized the deviation between the model predictions and the calibration test results. Sensitivity analyses were performed to investigate the effect of mechanical properties of the non-characterized model components on the characterization procedure and its results. The overall findings indicate that the proposed methodology is applicable and can improve the model predictions effectively. For the subject under study, ligament characterization reduced the root mean square of the deviations between the patellar shift and tilt predicted by the model and obtained experimentally for the validation laxity test (from 6.2 mm to 0.5 mm, and from 8.4° to 1.5°, respectively) and passive knee flexion test (from 1.4 mm to 0.3 mm, and from 2.3° to 1.3°, respectively). The non-characterized mechanical properties were found to have a minimal effect on the characterization procedure and its results. The proposed methodology can help in developing truly patient-specific models of the PFJ, to be used for personalized preplanning of the clinical interventions.